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Detection of astrobiological molecular markers is 

informed by modeling synthetic metabolisms in potential 
non-terrestrial molecular environments. We use genetic 
algorithms to evolve synthetic metabolisms that can survive 
in these test environments. We draw our universe of available 
reactions from the KEGG database (Escherichia	 coli	 K-12) 
and use flux balance analysis (FBA) as our measure of 
viability.  

Our computational model uses evolutionary algorithms 
coupled with stochastic expansion and reduction methods to 
explore metabolic space and generating novel metabolisms.  

We investigate the viability of the resulting metabolic 
networks in 49 aerobic and anaerobic carbon source 
environments, and report the molecular inputs required and 
the molecules our synthetic metabolisms put into the 
environment. These outputs provide information on potential 
biomarkers given these unique environments.  

We also explore the effect of using network expansion vs 
reduction on the kinds of metabolisms discovered. We report 
on the similarities and differences that result from using these 
two methods. We use our model to show the variety of 
metabolisms that are viable in the environments. We compare 
the sensitivity of the metabolisms to carbon availability.  

Our model allows us to test hypotheses about the 
environmental conditions required for viability by adding and 
removing molecules in the environments, in this way we can 
explore the boundary conditions that define viability.  
Using evolutionary methods and flux balance analysis allows 
the rapid exploration of novel metabolic spaces when 
compared to current systematic approaches.  


